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Abstract: This research explores the pursuit of excellence among West Point cadets. Excellence is the topic of many studies
as every company and organization continues to search for ways to identify people who can be considered excellent, and West
Point is no different. Three separate scales were constructed to analyze cadet performance: measurement based on standards,
actual performance versus potential, and change in performance. The data used to construct these measures were cadet high
school admission scores, West Point performance scores, and past research on the topics of excellence and mediocrity. Future
studies can use the resulting model created to detect both excellent and mediocre cadets.
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1. Introduction
Last year the Superintendent of the United States Military Academy at West Point published the “USMA Strategic
Plan 2015-2021.” In this document he lays out the seven strategic goals and objectives for the Academy. Among the most
prominent goals is “Sustain Professional Excellence and Develop a Culture of Winning.” The key objective of this goal
explains the Superintendent’s desire for all cadets to possess a deep desire to reach their full intellectual, physical,
and professional potential. The act of striving to meet that potential across these dimensions is what the Superintendent
defines as the pursuit of excellence. This paper provides an analysis of how effectively the USMA Corps of Cadets
meet the Superintendent’s objective of excellence (USMA Strategic Plan 2015, 2015).
The goal of excellence is not one specific to West Point however, it is one that all organizations strive for. From
IBM to the New York Yankees to Miami Plumbing Company, all organizations attempt to achieve excellence. This study of
searching for the number of cadets that achieve their full potential points to those cadets that possess a growth mindset,
while those that underperform most likely possess a fixed mindset. In her book Mindset, Carol Dweck, a Stanford
University psychologist, discusses her research on the subject of reaching one’s fullest potential. She believes there are two
mindsets in the world: fixed and growth. A person with a fixed mindset believes their performance scores cannot be
changed because their qualities are set in stone. On the other hand, the growth mindset allows an individual to reach their
full potential and therefore achieve excellence by believing they can improve their performance with effort (Dweck, 2006).

1.1 Defining Excellence
In his book on organizational excellence, David Goetsch defines excellence as a long term commitment to an
obsession with quality (2010). Excellence is not an easy title to obtain, but one that puts a person in a group above their
peers. This being said, in order to be an excellent cadet one must be excellent in all three pillars: academic, physical, and
military.
Goestch’s definition says the obsession with quality must be a long term commitment. In order to be considered
excellent one cannot take time off. Excellent performance must be consistent once that level has been reached.
In order to be defined and understood fully, excellence must not only be qualitative but it must be represented
quantitatively. In order to accomplish this, the performance scores of cadets can be used to track excellence. This work
describes three ways to compare performance data: standards based, comparison based, and potential based. Standards based
comparisons revolve around global standards of performance. Cadet performance scores naturally group them based upon
their performance. Growth based performance examines the change in cadet performance scores. Finally, the potential based
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